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A theory of spatial plasma echo (nonlinear penetration of a wave through a metal) is developed for 
transverse electromagnetic waves under infrared-optics conditions and for an arbitrary Fermi surface. In an 
anisotropic crystal, plasma echo arises even in the second-order perturbation theory in the wave amplitude. 
The effect is due to specular reflection of the electrons from the metal boundary. Corrections to the surface 
impedance, due to electron scattering by the metal surface, are calculated in the first order in the 
amplitude. This extends the results of Gurzhi, Azbel', and Hao [3) to include the case of an arbitrary 
specularity coefficient. A metal with an ellipsoidal Fermi surface is considered separately. The result in this 
case is simpler and can be subjected to experimental study. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The question of plasma echo for transverse electro
magnetic waves in an isotropic medium, such as a plas
ma in a pure metal with spherical Fermi surface, was 
considered in [ 102 l. It is known that in the case of an 
isotropic medium the echo appears only in third order 
in the wave field amplitude. The main result of the pre
sent paper is that when electromagnetic waves pass 
through a metal, an effect of theplasma-echo type should 
appear already in second order in the field amplitude. 

Assume that a transverse electromagnetic wave El 
of frequency Wl is incident from the left on the surface 
1 of a metallic plate of thickness d (see Fig. 1). We 
apply from the right a field E2 of frequency W2 to the 
surface 2 of the plate. We assume satisfaction of rather 
stringent conditions, which can be expressed in the 
form of the following chain of inequalities: 

Vo/Wo=AD<t:.vo/w,«{),«d«l, i=1, 2 

(see[2,3 l, Sec. 1). 

Here Wo = (47Tne2/m)l/2 is the plasma frequency, m is 
the effective mass of the electron, Vo = hm-l (37T2n)l/2 is 
the Fermi velocityl), AD is the Debye length, 0i ~ c/wo 
is the depth of penetration of the field El in the metal, 
and I = vo/veff is the electron mean free path in the 
metal. 

The inequality 0i « d means that the fields El and E2 
inside the metal are significant in the linear approxima
tion only near the corresponding surfaces of the plate, 
and do not penetrate into the interior. In the next higher 
approximation, however, one can observe near ,the sur
face 1 a field Ee of frequency Wl - W2, the amplitude of 
which is proportional to ElE2 and has a sharp maximum 
at W2 =2Wl. The echo is produced by the electrons per
turbed by the field El at the surface 1, and then reflec
ted specularly from the surface 2. Of course, a similar 
effect can be produced at W2 = wl/2, near the surface 2, 
by the electrons specularly reflected from the surface 1. 

We direct the x axis along the inward normal to the 
suriace 10 In this case, if the Fermi surface of the 
metal is a sphere, then the vectors El and E2 (and also 
Hl and H2) are transverse, and the normal components 
E1x and E2x on the exterior and on the interior of the 
metal are equal to zero. Since it is impossible to make 
up a third transverse vector from two transverse vec
tors in an isotropic space, the echo is produced only in 
third order in the amplitude (see [2 l). The situation is 
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FIG. I 

different in a metal with arbitrary Fermi surface. In
deed, from the equation of the continuity of the normal 
component of the vector D on the surface of the metal it 
follows that 

D.="exJE.+~e.yEy+~"E,=O if x=O, d. 

Consequently the longitudinal component of the field is 
given by the formula 

E.=-i,~;' (e.yEy+t"E,) 

and generally speaking is not equal to zero. An excep-
I tion is the case when the x axis coincides with the prin

cipal axis of the tensor Ell v. Since the vectors El and 
E2 inside the metal are no longer transverse, the plasma 
echo is produced in second order in the amplitude. 
Gurzhi et al. [3 1 have constructed a linear theory of the 
penetration of a high-frequency field into a metal oc
cupying a half -space. It was assumed there that the in
equalities (1.1) are satisfied2). The problem was solved 
for an arbitrary electron dispersion E = E(P). It was 
shown that the normal component of the Ex(x) changes 
in the interior of the metal over a distance on the order 
vo/w, in contrast to the components Ey(x) and Ez(x), 
which attenuate monotonically over considerably larger 
distances of the order of ° ~ c/wo. However, it is im
possible to use directly the results of [3 1 as initial equa
tions for the solution of our problem, since the electron 
scattering by the surface was assumed in[3l to be dif
fuseo A plasma echo is the result of electrons reflected 
specularly from the surface, and the presence of these 
electrons must be taken into account by means of an ap
propriate boundary condition. 

2. INITIAL EQUATIONS. LINEAR EQUATION IN THE 
WAVE FIELD AMPLITUDE 

For the sake of convenience we change over to the 
dimensionless quantities 

p 1 Oe(p) 
P=--;;w;' u=--;;;;op' 
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The equation for the Fermi surface in p space takes 
the form 

g(p)=1, (2.1) 

where g(p) = EFdmvop) and EF is the Fermi energy. 
Assuming m =h2(31T2n)2/3/2EF' we obtain the relation 

u='MJg(p)/ap. (2.2) 

We consider first the distribution of the field near 
the surface 1. Just as in(3), we introduce the dimension
less coordinate ~ = X(VO/Wi)-l, express the electric -field 
intensity in the form Ei = Ei (~)exp(iwit), and express 
the continuous increment to the distribution function in 
the form 

ev. 0/, 
/ - /, = -",. (I~, u),,-exp(iOl.t), 

(01 uS 

where 
at, 1 
-= -/lee - 8.)= --/l[g(p)-1). 
08 lip 

The current density is determined from the formula 

2e S 0l.1']. 3 <j) "'.u. j.=---- "./d'p=---- --dSexp(iOl,t) , 
(2nh)' 4n 4n u 

(2.3) 

The intrgration occurs here over the surface (2.1), and 
uj.!/u is the IJ. -component of a unit vector directed along 
the normal to the surface. The system of initial equa
tions consists of the kinetic equation, Maxwell's equa
tions, and the boundary conditions. 

The linearized kinetic equation takes the form 

a i u. 
-",.+-",,=-E •• (x). as u. u. 

(2.4) 

The tangential components of the field are described 
by a wave equation in which we neglect the displacement 
current: 

d'E,. =~ (~)'~, E,.(O)=E,.', a=y,z. 
ds' Ol,' c at (2.5) 

The longitudinal component of the field is obtained from 
the condition 

j.(s) =0. (2.6) 

Let us formulate the boundary conditions for the dis
tributuion function. As usual, we denote by I/!i+ and I/!i
the values of the function I/!i for Ux > 0 and Ux < 0, re
spectively. Unlike in[3J, we assume that part of the 
electrons is scattered from the surface 1 specularly. 
This means that when these electrons are reflected 
from the surface, no changes occur in their energy and 
in their tangential component of the quasimomentum 
PT (see[5-7) and the review[B)). For simplicity, we as
sume a one -to -one correspondence between the state of 
the incident (I/!+) and reflected (I/!_) electron. If the 
straight line PT = const is so directed that the period of 
the translational symmetry in this direction is equal to 
one of the principal periods of the reciprocal lattice, 
and if any such line crosses within the limits of the 
period the equal-energy surface at only two points, then 
the one-to-one correspondence indicated above does ob
viously indeed takEiS place. We note that the average 
surface density of the metal is in this case a crystal 
plane that can be chosen as the basal plane of the crys
tal. 

The uniqueness of the transition from the given state 
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to a specular state makes it possible to introduce in 
unique fashion a function that realizes this transition, 
i.e., 

u;=W.(u). (2.7) 

Here the vector function W(u) realizes a transition 
from the velocity u in the given state to the velocity u* 
in the mirror state. The function W(u) has the follow
ing obvious properties: 

sign W.(u) =-sign u .. 

W.[W(u»)=u., 

W.(-u)=-W.(u), 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

and the last relation follows from the central symmetry 
of the Fermi surface. 

The formulas for the transition from p to p* are 

p;=/(p), p;=p" P:=P •. (2.11 ) 

Henceforth, when integrating over phase space, it 
will be necessary to change from the variables Px, PY' 
pz to the variables p~, pY, p~. It is easy to calculate 
the Jacobi determinant of this transformation. Using 
the invariance of g(p), and also relations (2.11) and 
(2.2), we obtain 

o (P .. P., P.) 

o(p;,P;,P:) 
op. =!.L/~=~ 
op; iJp; op. u,' (2.12) 

Consequently the transition from dS to dS* in the 
integrals over the surface (2.1) should be realized in 
the following manner: 

dS. = u.dS =2u. dp.dp.dp. 
u dg(p) 

=2u I 0 (P .. P., p.) I dp; dp; dp: (2.13) 
• o(p;,p;,p:) dg(p') 

The relation dSx. =-dS~ is obvious even from geometri
cal considerations. 

We can now introduce the boundary conditions. On 
the surface 1, the Fuchs boundary conditions take the 
form 

(2.14) 

Here Pi is the specularity coefficient for the reflection 
from surface 1. The second boundary condition, as 
usual, is 

1\1._(+00, u) =0. (2.15) 

From (2.12), (2.14), (2.16), and (2.3) we get 

!jl,-(s, u)= -~ +S~ds'E,(r>uexp [~(s' - s)], 
U x u= 

I 

1\1.+(s, u)= -&- Sl ds'E,(s')uexp [ ~. (s' - 6) ] 
, 

(2.16) 

j.(s)= :~1], Sds'[£.,(ls-s'I)-p,G.,(s,s'»)E,(S'), 
, 

3 S u.u, ( S)dS £.,(s)=- -exp -i- -, 
4n u, U, u 

(2.17) 

ux>o 

, 3 S u.u: [ ( s S' ) 1 dS G.,(U )=- -.-exp -i ---, -, 
4n U x U x U x U 

U;>;>O 

J,t, V=X, y, z. 
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In analogy with[3 l• we obtain from (2.6) 

E,x(s)=iE.(t) [x,.m+ i Kax(O)], a=y,z(E."'const); 
K%%(O) ( ) 

2.18 

j ds'[Lu(ls - S' 1)- p,Gxx(t, 6') ]x,.(s')= -Kx.m + ~::i~~ Kxx(s) 
, 

(2.19) 

3 .I u.u.· ( s) D •• m=- --exp - i- dS. 
4n U U x 

'11",>0 

The constant term in (2.18) is chosen such that Xw(~ 
vanishes at infinity. The right-hand side of (2.19) van
ishes at ~ = O. Indeed, 

() 3 S u:ux (. s ) 3 I u:u; • (. s ) D" S =-,- --dSexp ,- =-- -.-dS exp ,-
-iJl U U x 4n u U x 

11'1'<0 u",<O 

3 I U.Ux (s ) =-- --dSexp i- . 
4n u u; (2.20) 

'11",>0 

Therefore Dxv(O) =-Kxv(O). In exactly the same way, 
using the central symmetry of the Fermi surface and 
relation (2.13), we easily get 

G.,(s, n=c,.(s', s). 

Thus, the kernel in (2.19) is symmetrical. 

In the derivation of Eq. (2.19) we took into account 
the fact that the tangential components of the field, as 
can be seen from (2.5) change significantly only at 
~ ~ ~l = CW1/VOWO »1. From (2.17) we get 

. . Cil,T], 
1.=-2'~K •• (0)E,.m, s>1; a=g,z. 

Hence, taking (2.18) into account, we obtain Eqs. (2.5) 
in the form 

(2.21) 
a, ~=y, z. 

Solving Eqs. (2021), we can find the surface-imped
ance tensor in the zeroth approximation 1/~1 (see, e.g.[9 l, 
formulas (2) and (17». In the next approximation in 
1/~1 it is easier to find the correction to the reciprocal 
of the surface impedance, by using formulas (2.17), 
(2.18), (2.19) and the relation 

The expression obtained in this case takes the form 

(Z-') =~{Q _ K.x(O)Qp.+K,x(O)Q.x + K.x(O)K,x(O)Qu 
=~ ~ ~ L~ ~~ 

+ jj Lxx (is-s'l)x,.(6')x,,(sM'ds-p, [ R.,- K=(O)i;x~~'x(O)R.x 
, , 

K (O)K (O)R ~ ~ 
. + ax Kx/tO) %% + S S G=(U'h,.(s'h,~(sM'ds n, 

, , 

3 I u.u,ux 3 I u.u~·ux 
Q.,=- --dS, R.,=R,.=- --dS. 

4n u 4n u 
u.>' ".>' (2.22 ) 

The tensor (Z~~r)aB' as expected, is symmetrical. 
In the derivation we used the relation (2.20). At Pl = 0 
formula (2",22) coincides with the expression obtained 
in[3] for (Z~~r)aB in the case of diffuse scattering of 
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electrons by a surface. The answer obtained in[3l for 
the case of specular reflection is incorrect. 

3. SECOND·ORDER APPROXIMATION. PLASMA ECHO 

Substituting (2.18) in (2.16) we obtain as ~ - +"" 

'Ijl1+(6, u)= iE,.'[w. + B,.(ux)- p,w; - p,B,.(u;) ]exp ( - i!), 6> 61; 

e,.(ux)= fx,.(s)exp (i ! ), 
,. 

Kx.(O) 
w. = u. - Kxx(O) ux• 

At ~ » ~l, the function 

(1) ev, af, f+ (6,u,t)=-.-1Jlt+(s,u)-a exp(iCil,t) , 
Cil, 8 

which describes electrons moving towards surface 2 is 
the solution of the kinetic equation for free electrons: 

ar) a/(') 
-at+v,uxa;-=O. (3.1) 

The boundary condition on the surface 2 takes the form 

1(1)( Cil,d t)·- 1(1)( Cil,d .) 
- -,u, -P2+ -,utt. 

Vo Vo 

From this we obtain, for the electrons moving away 
from the surface 2, the solution of Eq. (3.1): 

1(1) ( . eVa ,. - 6, u, t) = '-p,E,. [w. - p,w. + e,.(u;) 
Cil, 

af, [ is iCil,d ( 1 1) ] -p,e,.(ux)]-a exp --+-. - ---. +iCil,t . 
E Ux Vo U:II: Ux 

The second order correction, which is proportional 
to the field E2(x, t) = E2(x) exp(-iw2t), is obtained from 
the equation 

af~') a/~') eE,,(x) af~') 
-a-±v,luxl----.--exp(-iCil2t) --=0. (3 0 2) 

t ax. mv, ap, 

Neglect of the magnetic field in (3.2) means neglect 
of terms of higher orders in the parameter 1/~2 = vowel 
CW2. Putting f~2) = cp~2)(X, p)exp[i(wl - W2)t], we arrive 
at the equation 

a (1) H) 
,. ( _ ) (2) ± 1 1 <p± eE" (x) a<p± (x, u) 

0)1 (()2 q>± Vo U:.; --- ---- 0, 
ax mv, ap. 

(3.3) 

in which CPt) (x, u) = f~1)(XW1/VO, u, 0)0 In (3.3), the vel
ocity u, according to relation (2.2), is regarded as a 
function of p. Using the boundary conditions 

<1'_(2) (d,P)=P2<P~') (d,p'), <p~') (-oo,p)=O. (3.4) 

we obtain the solution of (3.3): 

(')( )_ e IXE(,)a<p~)(x"u) [i(Cil'-Cil,)(x'-x)]d' 
tp+ X,P ---,- 2'11 X exp X, 

mvo Ux _00 &p'll VoU,x 

ux>o; (3.5) . 

(') () e IXE ( ') a<p~t) (x', u) [ i(Cil, - Cil,) (x' - xl] d ' 
qJ_ X,V =--2- 2'1 X • exp x 

mvo U x d Jpv UoU:>: 

• a (') (' .) 
+ p, __ e_, _, I E,,(x') <p+ a x,' U 

mvo U x _00 pv 

[ i(Cil,-Cil,) (d-X + X·-.d)]d' Xexp -- --,- x, (3.6) 
Vo Ux u. 

Ux<O. 

When integrating in formulas (3.5) and (3.6) it is ob
viously necessary to use the following approximations 
for the components of the field E2(x): 

E2.(x) ""E,.(O) =E,.', 

[ ( d - x ) K •• (0) ] 
E2x (x)=-iE,.' x,. -V-,-Cil' -i K%%(O) , 

where the functions X2a are solutions of equations ob-
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tained from (2.19) by making the sUbstitutions Pl - P2 
and i --i. 

Let us calculated the contribution to the current den
sity: 

-2e S ia'(x)= (2nh)' <p(') (x,p)uad'p. 
Ux<O 

(3.7) 

A nonzero correction to the current is made by elec
trons that can move towards the surface 1, i.e., de
scribed by the function q;~2). We substitute expression 
(3,6) in formula (3.7). We first calculate the contribu
tion made to the current by the first integral in (3.6). 
In the calculation it is necessary to interchange the or
der of integration with respect to dx' and d3p, and then 
evaluate the integral with respect to d3 p by parts. Only 
the rapidly varying exponential exp[i(wl - W2) (x' - x)/ 
voux] need by differentiated with respect to Pvo Recog
nizing that the current is significantly different from 
zero only near the surface 1, i.e., at x « d, we obtain 

, . 3p,ne'd(CiJ. - CiJ,) E °E 0 S [. + 8 (.) 8 ( ) 1 
/0 = ~ Z '20 iT 2f' WI - ptWT 1T Uz - Pi it U:c 

4nm Vo CiJ,CiJ, 
11.#<0 

(3.8) 

e,a(ux)=SwX,a(6)exp(i~)d6' !1=- CiJ.-CiJ, x+-~(~-~- CiJ'), 
U x VoUx Vo Ux U x U x , 

a,~,"(=y,z. 

In the integration of the second term in (3.6) it is neces
sary to go over in (3.7) from the integration variables 
Pv to the variables pt, using the Jacobi determinant 
(2.12) 

. ". 3p,ne'd(CiJ.-CiJ,) , 'S [ . . 
]a = 1--4-,-,--En E" w, -p,w,+8n (ux ) -p,8,,(ux )]' 

nm Vo (016)2 ' 
":1:<0 

[ {j.w,· ( au; ] Ua dS' x u;-{j -8,. u;)-a- exp(i!1)--,-•. 
px px U:cU 

(3.9) 

It follows from (3.8) and (3.9) that inasmuch as the 
integral contains an exponential that varies rapidly with 
Ux and u~, the currents j ~ and j ~ are generally speaking 
negligibly small for any x in comparison with the dimen
sional factor taken outside of the integral sign. An ex
ception is the case in which u~/ux =const, i.e., Wx(u) 
= Cux ' In this case, at definite frequencies, the expon
entials that oscillate rapidly in velocity may cancel out. 
Using theproperties (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) of the func
tion W(u), we can see that the only possible value of the 
constant is C = -1. 

The spectrum leading to such a function W(u) is 
given by 

g(p)=F[a(p,)px'+~(p,)px, p,]; 0; (p,) ",,0. (3.10) 

In particular, Wx(u) = -Ux for a quadratic dispersion 
law. From the uniqueness of the transition to the mir
ror state it follows that the function F(h, PT) = F p (h) 
should be monotonic in h at each value of Pr. In a~dition, 
obviously, the following identity should be satisfied: 

F[a(p,)px'+~(p,)px, p,]=F[a(-p,)px'-~(-p,)px, -p,]. 

We put u* = -ux in (3.8) and (3.9), and also change 
over in (3.9fto integration with respect to dS. We ob
tain 

--' '+. "- .3p,ne'd(CiJ,-CiJ,) E 'E 'S [ ( ,.-,. ,. - I 4nm'vo'CiJ,CiJ, ,,2, w,·-p.w,+8n -Ux) 
us<o 

(3,11) 
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This, however, is still not the final answer; it is nec
essary to take into account, in the same approximation 
in the field, those electrons which collide with the sur
face 1 and travel towards the surface 2. We denote the 
distribution function of these electrons by q;:2), exp [i (Wl 
- W2)t], where q;:2)' is the solution of the kinetic equa
tion for the free electrons (3.1) at Ux > 0 in conjunction 
with the boundary condition 

<p~')'(O, p) =p,<p<!.) , (0, p'). 

Calculating the corresponding contribution of these 
electrons to the current density, we obtain ultimately 

. '( ) - . 3p,ne' d(CiJ.-CiJ,) E 'E '/ [(CiJ'-CiJ,)x 1 
Ja. x - ~ 4nm2voZ,COtU)z iT 211 allT Vo ' 

(3.12) 

xexp[ id(2CiJ,-CiJ,) ][u.exp(-~)-p.u;exp(i~)]~; 
VOUx U: u" U:./ u 

a, ~, "(=y, z. 

We see from this that the amplitude of the echo dif-
fers from zero near the surface 1 if 12wl - w2 1 ~ va/d. 
The current density then vanishes already at a distance 
x ~ va/I Wl - w21 from the surface. 

Let us calculate the corresponding correction to the 
surface impedance: 

(- -') _ 2p,ne' dE'T' I . 
Zsw a~ - 4 2. an, nm VOO)ttJh 

{ a(w,-w,') aux } 
X U x a + [8,,(-ux)-8,,(ux ) la-

px flx 

xexp[id(2CiJ'-CiJ')] u.-P'~"dS; 
VOU:c a-u:&: 

a, ~, "(=y, z. 

(3.13) 

To obtain the radiation outside the sample, it is neces
sary to substitute (3.12) in the complete expression 

d'E.· (CiJ'-CiJ')'E ,_ 4ni(CiJ,-CiJ,) I' 0 
d;2+--c'-- a; -- c2 Q., X<, (3.14) 

from which we obtain 

E'() -3p,ne'dE.,'E,,', r . CiJ,-CiJ, ] 0 (3.15) 
a. x = 2cm2 voUJ 1(J)Z atlTeXPt -z-c-x , x<. 

The distribution of the echo field inside the plate can be 
obtained by substituting the components of the vector 
-[47Tiv~/c2(w2 - (q)]j~ in the right-hand sides of the 
equations of the system (2.21) (in this case TIl should be 
replaced by W~(W2 - Wl)-2). The obtained system can be 
easily solved by reducing the tensor BaS to its princi
pal axes. The field Ee inside the metal is damped ex
ponentially at distances on the order of 6 ~ c/wo. 

From (3.12), (3.13), and (3.15) we see the obvious 
need for the existence of electrons specularly reflected 
from the surface 2; the specularity coefficient P2 enters 
in the formulas in the form of a factor. The scattering 
by the surface 1, for example, can be completely diffuse. 

4. ELLIPSOIDAL FERMI SURFACE 

The quadratic dispersion law is a particular case of 
the dispersion law (3.10). However, the results obtained 
in the preceding section for metals with a quadratic dis
persion law are incorrect. The point is that in this case 
the calculation by means of formula (3.12) yields zero. 
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Let 

(4.1) 
Then 

(4.2) 

We assume the quadratic form (4.1) to be positive def
inite, so that the coefficients a/.l v satisfy all the criteria 
needed for this purpose. 

We calculate the factors K/.Iv(O): 

K", (0) = 4: ~ u':' dS = ;n: ~ u, dS,,= 83n: a",V g. 
g(p)~l 

In the calculation we used the Gauss theorem; Vg is 
the volume enclosed by the surface g(p) = 1. 

It follows therefore that 

(4.3) 

where baS = aaS - aaxat3x/axx. This means that the 
Wa do not change on going to the mirror state3 ): 

(4.4) 

In addition, by equating the quadratic form (4.1) to 
unity, and taking (4.2) into account, we easily obtain 

(4.5) 

It can be shown with the aid of (4.3) and (405) that the 
functions Xla(~) in (2.18) should be equal to zero, i.e., 
the connection between the normal and tangential com
ponents 

makes (2.6) an identity. Indeed, substituting (4.6) in 
(2.17) and taking (4.12) into account, we obtain 

jx=~ S- dS' [H""(ls-s'I)+p,H,,,,(s+5'l]E,.(S'), 
4n: 0 

( ) -~S exp(-islux) dS 
Hxa s - 4n: w. Ux x. 

(406) 

(4.7) 

In (4.7), the integration is carried out in the plane Px 
= 0 over the area contained inside the ellipse b a{3PaP{3 
= 1. This integral is equal to zero since Wa is an odd 
function of the vector PT while Ux is an even fUnction, 
and consequently jx == O. 

Although we have dealt so far with a quadratic dis
persion of the electrons, it is easily seen that to satisfy 
relation (4.6) it suffices to require only tb..,t the Fermi 
surface be ellipsoidal. Moreover, any dispersion law 
in the form 

g(p) =F[ax,px'+2ax.p.px+<jl (p,) ], 

[rp(PT) is an arbitrary even function of the vector PT 1 
leads to relation (4.6). In this section we consider for 
simplicity only a dispersion law in the form (4.1), 
bearing in mind the fact that all the results can be eas
ily generalized in the case of an ellipsoidal Fermi sur
face. 

Substituting ela = e2a == 0 in (3.12), we obtain a zero 
result after taking (4.4) into account. We note that ac
cording to (4.6) the normal component of the field should 
experience on the metal surface a jump from zero to 
E1x(0) =-a()lxE~a/axx' This means in fact that the com
ponent E1x changes near the surface over distances 
that are much smaller than Va/wI, namely, over distances 
on the order of the Debye length AD. 

Let us calculate the correction to the reciprocal of 
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the surface impedance. Formula (2.22), as can be 
easily verified by direct substitution, assumes the form 

a,~, '(, '('= Y,Z. 

(4.8) 

Reducing the quadratic form b a {3PaP{3 to a sum of 
squares, we calculate the integral (4.2), and recogniz
ing that det I b a {31 = Rxx -ldet I aJ.l v I, we obtain ultimately 

'_I 3vo'!l! ( a= ) 'I. 
(Zsur) .~= 64n: (1-p,)"det,;"" b.~. 

This formula at Pl = 0 could be obtained by using the 
results of[9J. Indeed, it follows directly from (19) of[9] 
that the correction to the reciprocal impedance takes 
the form (4 08) at Pl = 0 0 

We proceed to the calculation of the second-order 
corrections in the amplitude of the field. In the zeroth 
approximation in the small parameter l/~l there is no 
plasma echo. To find the corrections of first order in 
the parameter 1/~l it is necessary to take into account 
in the kinetic equation (3.2) the magnetic field, and then 
we obtain in place of (3.3) the equation 

, (') a<jl~) e'vo a ( alo ) (4 9) 
i(w,-w,)<jl", ±v,luxl--~--[uxH,].-o Ijl''''-a' =0, • 

ax mw,c P. e 

in which 

Ijl1+ (x,p) = iE,.(i-p,) w.exp (--V~:~I ), 
. [ iw, (x-2d) ] 

Ijl,_(x,p)=IE,.p,(1-p,)w.exp I . 
Vo U:.:! 

We note that 

[ XH] 0 ( a/, ) [ ii1p,± 0/, 
\I' ' '.-, Ijl1±- = uXH,J.-,-,~ ap. 0 e ap. ae 

After differentiation we obtain 

aljl,+ w, x ( iXW') --""'-a",,-,E,.'(1-p,)w.exp ---I-I' , 
8pllo Vo Ux Vf) Xx 

(4.10) 

oljl,_ w, 2d-x , [ iw, (2d-x) ] 
--""'a",,--,-E,.p,(1-p,)w.exp - I . 

up", Vo Ux Vo uxl (4.11) 

To simplify the subsequent calculations it is conven
ient to direct the axes y and z along the principal axes 
of the ellipsoid UX(PT) = O. Then 

The system (2.21) does not contain crossing terms in 
this case. For the field components E2 (x), the analogous 
system of equations takes the form 

d'E,./dx'=E./6.', E,.(d) =E2a';a==y, z. 

The Ii a are equal to 

6.= ~_( l'deta) 'f, . 

filo baa 

From (4.12) we obtain 

E,. (x) =E,.o exp [(x-d)/a.]. 

Using these expressions, we get 

a",,[uxH,].=(H,[a xu]) =-i-=-axxw.(E,I{J)., 
w, 

(E,I{J).=E,.I{J •. 

Here a is a vector with components axJ.l 0 

(4.12) 

(4.13 ) 

Substituting (4.10) and (4.11) in (409) we obtain, taking 
(4.13) into account, the following equation for rp<;): 

• (2) o¥~ 
I(w,-w,)m", ±v,luxl----,-

't' ox 
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_[ 1 ]ia..~E,eo(E2) We~~[2dX ]·(1-p,) 
-p2. mwz () II U:.; -x (4.14) 

X ofo exp{-~[ x ]}=O 
OB' voluxl 2d-x . 

The symbol [~] defines a function that assumes a value 
unity at Ux > 0 and a value 2 at Ux < O. We solve Eq. 
(4.14), using the boundary conditions (3.4). We obtain 
at x «d 

(I) 2e'd 
qJ_ --p.(1-p,)a..~-· 

mroz'Z 

WeW, i) f. {i ( (.) } X ~-2 E,eO(E.'IB)~-,exp -1-1 [x w,-(2)-d 2W,-W2 1 . 
Ux· OB Vo Ux 

Hence 

aa:c bll'tEh/Ezllo+bzlts E1r.°E2:O 
X-=, [p,<D,(A,)-<D,(A2)], 

l'a.,. (deta)"/' 
-d(2w,-W2) 'Fx (W,-W2) 

A.I1.=' - , 
, Vo fare 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

~ 1 1. . 1.2 1 iA 
<D,(A)= J (y--ya)exP(iAy)dy=-Ei(iA) (1+2 )-e"( 2+2)' 

, 
Ei(iX) = Ci(X) + i si(X) is the integral exponential function 
of imaginary argument. Calculating the total current, 
we obtain the corrections to the reciprocal surface im
pedance: 

-_, 3ne'dwo 
(Z,ur)e,' =·-i 2 • '( ) m IDa (:th-COt C 

'p, (i-p,) aex(b~~)'/' (det a) _./. E,~ ° [p, <D, (A,) +<D, (-AI) ], 

A3=d(w,~2w,)/vo l'a.,., 

- 1 1 
<D,(A) = J (7-7) exp(iAy)dy· , 

=-Ei(iA) (iA+ iI.' )+e"(2...'+~- iA) 
6 3 6 6' 

2 
<D,(0)=3' 

(4.17) 

Plots of the functions <1>1 and <1>2 are shown in Figs. 2 and 
3. Both functions tend asymptotically to _2eiX/X2 at 
X» 1. 

The function <1>1 (A) is infinite at zero, and therefore 

"',fA} 

"Il 

I 
1 
I 
I 
I 

1 I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0.5 I 

\ 

1 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
FIG. 2. Plot of the function «PI (A): solid curve-plot of the function 

Re «PI (X), dashed-plot of 1m «PI (X). 
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FIG. 3. Plot of the function 
<l>z (X): solid curve-plot of the 0,5 

function Re «Pz (X), dashed- plot 
of 1m «P2 (X). 

at W2 = 2W1 the current density j~ becomes infinite near 
the surface 1, In fact, of course, the current density 
near the surface is determined near the electron colli
sions. Indeed, the condition under which an electron 
traveling from the surface 1 to the surface 2 and back 
experiences no collisions is 

/ ux / >dll. (4.18) 

Therefore in fact, when integrating over the Fermi 
surface, the region of integration should be not Ux > 0 
but Ux > u~ ~ d/l. In addition, owing to the collisions, 
Xl and A2 differ from expression (4,16) by an amount on 
the order of id/l, Noting that 

!Il,(A)""-ln/A/ at IAI~l, 

we obtain 
je'(O)= 3ne'dwo p,(i-p,)' 

2m2cw z2vo l'aIlI' 

b;; Et,/Ezyo+b;: EuoE'hfl 
Xaa.:c • (det a) I. 

I ) (4.19) 
Xin( d ' Iw,-2w,l";;v,!. 

The specularity coefficients P1 and P2 should be attri
buted to the non -glancing electrons, since the glancing 
electrons do not take part in the echo production, by 
virtue of the condition (4.18). Substituting the current 
density (4.15) in Eq. (3.14), we obtain the field of the 
radiated wave 

3nne'wod 
Ee'(x)=i 2 '2 . 

m w, c (W,-W,) 

X p,(l-p,)aex 

b:~E1yOE2yO+b::EIXOE2z0 
X (deta),l. (4.20) 

X [p,<D,(A,) +<D,(-A,)] 

[ -i(W2-W,)X ] 0 X exp , X<. 
c 

Inside the metal, the field distribution takes the form 

'( ) _ 3nne'd (1 ) b:;Ety°E2yO+b;:E"oE,.o 
Ee x --2-' ,p, -PI aex (b d )'" 

mUlzC ao. eta 

X[p,cD 2 (A,)+<D,(-A,)]exp{- :J, x>o. 

From these formulas we can see clearly the anisotropy 
of the dispersion law; the coefficient aax enters in the 
form of a factor. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In concluding, a few words concerning the possible 
experimental verification. In this case, a convenient 
material for the investigation is, as expected, single-
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crystal bismuth, in which the inequalities (1.1) can be 
attained at wi ~ 1010 - loll sec -1. In addition, a parti
cularly important fact is that we can apply to bismuth 
directly the results of the preceding section, since each 
of the valleys of the Fermi surface of bismuth can be re
garded with good accuracy as an ellipsoid, in spite of 
the fact that the dispersion law differs strongly from 
quadratic (see the reviews[lO,llJ). Let the axes Cl , C2, 
and C3 of the crystal lattice of bismuth be respectively 
the axes y, z, and x in our problem. With such an orien
tation, the hole ellipsoid takes no part in the echo pro
duction. Neglecting the intervalley transitions, we can 
calculate independently the contribution of each of the 
three electron ellipsoids. The maj or axis of the elec
tron ellipsoid is directed at an angle 6°20' to the basal 
plane (y, x). Using the parameters of bismuth[lO,lll, we 
obtain the form of the function g(p) for an ellipsoid hav
ing one of the principal axes aligned with C2: 

g (I') ~O, 1 (1,83p.'+86p) 
+2 ·9,6p"p.+195p.'). 

Calculations by means of formula (4.20) yield (in cgs 
esu) 

E:(0)~i·10'dp,(1-p,') . 
. (0,021E,:E"o+86E"OE"O), 

E .. ~O at Cil,=2Cil,~VoCilo/C. 

Taking into account the contribution made to the echo 
by the two other electron ellipsoids, we obtain ultimate
ly (in cgs esu) 

E:(O) ~i.1O'dp,(1-p,') (E"oE"o+E"oE.,O). (5.2) 

In a real experiment, the radiation takes place not in 
vacuum, but in the volume of the resonator located to 
the left of the plate. In this case we are dealing with ex
citation of oscillations induced in the resonator by the 
current je. But since the frequency of this current is 
equal to the natural frequency WI of the resonator4 ), the 
excitation has a resonant character[12J. The correspond
ing estimate differs from (5.1) and (5.2) by a factor 
equal to the Q of the resonant circuit, which includes 
the resonator and the bismuth plate. 

The authors are grateful to L. P. Pitaevski'i, M. I. 
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Kaganov, B. E. Melerovich, A. F. Andreev, Y. Ya. 
Kravchenko, and G. I. Babkin for useful discussions. 

I)In this paper we disregard, for simplicity, Fermi-liquid effects. In spite 
of the fact that in infrared metal optics the Fermi-liquid interaction is 
appreciable (see, e.g. [3], Sec. 4 and [4] , Secs. 40 and 47), it appears 
that the picture of the phenomena of interest to us will not differ 
qualitatively from that described with the aid of the gas model. 

2)With the exception, of course, of the last one, inasmuch as I 4; d = 00 

for a half-space. 
3)Relation (4.4) determines the connection between u* and u, in analogy 

with Eq. (12) of [6] or (6) of ["]. 
4)For the same reason, the signal E2 must be modulated in order to dis

tinguish Ee from E 1• 
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